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LFSRS Do Not Provide Compression

Philip L. Campbell, Lyndon G. Pierson

Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87175

{plcampb, lgpiers)@sandia. gov]

Abstract: We show that for general input sets linear feedback shift registers (LFSRS) do
not provide compression comparable to current, standard algorithms, at least not on the
current, standard input files. Rather, LFSRS provide performance on a par with simple,
run-length encoding schemes. We exercised three different ways of using LFSRS on the
Canterbury, Canterbury Oarge set), the Calgory Corpora, and on three, large graphics files
of our own. (An expanded version of this paper is available. (Campbell & Pierson [5]))

1 Introduction
~~~~\v:ED

~~c I 319S
Massey, in his 1969 paper presenting the J3erlekamp-Massey linear feedback shift-
register synthesis algorithm. encouraged the investigation of LFSRS as compressors: (JS”n

There appears to be a number of interesting applications for the
LFSR synthesis algorithm of Section HI. The most obvious is that
of finding a simple digital device to generate a prescribed binary
sequence with useful properties in some application. Less obvi-
ously, the algorithm might be used as part of a source code. or data
compressor. for a binary data source whose output contains consid-
erable redundancy. For instance. the source digits could be pro-
cessed by the algorithm in blocks of 127 digits. Each block could
then be represented for transmission as a 7-bit block giving the
length L of the shortest LFSR that generates the original sequence.
followed by L bits to indicate the values of the tap connections and
a further L bits giving the initial contents of the LFSR. Therefore, a
total of 2L+7 bits would be transmitted in pIace of the original 127
bits. Such a data compression scheme could be expected to perform
efficiently only when the underlying constraints producing the
source redundancy were with high probability linear relations
among the binary source digits. (from Massey [1])

This paper follows up on Massey’s suggestion: we test the value of LFSRS for

1. Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Mar-
tin Company, for the United States Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC04-
94AL8500.
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compression.

, ,

We present the Beriekamp-Massey algorithm in Section 2, present the options for a
compression method based on LFSRS in Section 3, and present the parameters and inputs
we use in Section 4. We show our results in Section 5, and discuss related work in
Section 6.

2 The Berlekamp-Massey Shift-Register Synthesis Algorithm

The Berlekamp-Massey linear feedback shift-register synthesis algorithm produces an
LFSR that will generate a given input bina~ sequence and whose length is such that no
shorter LFSR will generate the same sequence. A description of the algorithm and a proof
of its correctness (Massey [1]), an analysis of its running time (Gustavson [3]), and the
implementation in C that we have used in this research (Campbell [4]) can be found
elsewhere. as can general information on LFSRS (Schneier [6]). The importance of the
algorithm for the current work is that it provides an efficient method of finding an LFSR

that generates a given input bit sequence.

3 Experimental Approach

The purpose of this research is to evaluate the use of LFSRS for compression. However,
there are many ways to use LFSRS for this purpose, and there are many ways to re-
arrange the input prior to processing, such as reversing the input or rotating it n times
(Davida & Rodriques [7]). And finally. there are many files from which to choose as
input. Following a minimum amount of analysis. it is apparent that LFSRS can be used in
three basic ways for compression. To maintain tractability, we decided not to re-arrange
the input prior to processing, though we experimented with this slightly (see Section 6),
and we chose standard input sets, so-called compression corpora. We believe that this
approach enables us to use our results to make conclusions about the use of LFSRS, in
general, for compression.

To calibrate our experiments we ran the same input through current. standard
compression algorithms, such as Hufian coding and LZW.

Massey describes one way of using LFSRS for compression in the passage cited at the
beginning of this paper: the input is partitioned into 127 bit blocks, then each block is run
through the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm to find a minimal-length LFSR that generates
that block; the algorithm outputs the length of the LFSR, always using exactly 7 bits,
followed by the initial setting for the LFSR and the settings for the tap sequence. We refer
below to this way of using LFSRS for compression as “fixed” mode. We also consider
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what we call “variable” and “adaptive” modes, as described in Table 1.

Table 1 Modes

mode

Fixed

Variable

Adaptive

block-size

fixed

variable

adaptive

Ifsr-size

variable

variable

variable

method I

Generate the LFSR when the input block
has been consumed. (This is Massey’s
suggested approach.)

Generate the LFSR for the prefix of the I
block that gives the best compression
ratio.

Choose the size of the next input block
based on the ratio of the compression ratio
of the current block and the previous
block.

4 Experiments

- This section describes the two parameter settings \ve used. and the nine trials that we ran.
It also describes the standard control algorithms to provide relative performance and the
set of input files we used.

4.1 Parameter Settings

We used two parameter settings. named 7 and 10. The first is the input block size that

27-1 bits The second represents a larger block size. 1023Massey suggests, namely 127 = .

~10 I The values for each parameter setting are showm in Table 2. (We did nol pursue=---

block sizes smaller than 127 because experiments suggested that compression
performance decreased with smaller block sizes.)

Table 2 Parameter Settings.

parameter setting name

parameter 7 10 applicable mode
\

parameter values

fixed_block_size

variable_block_size 27:1 = ]~7 210.1 = lo~3

initial_block_size

min_block_size 24-1 = 15 -77-1 = 127

max_block_size ~lo.1 = 1023 2i3-1 =8191

fixed

variable

adaptive
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4.2 Trials

We ran each of the two parameter settings on each of the three LFSR modes. We also ran
parameter setting 7 with bypass expansion on each of the three LFS~ modes, using
parameter setting 7. This makes for nine trials in all, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Trial Configurations.

Trial Number Mode
Parameter Bypass

Setting Expansion?a

1 fixed

~ variable no

3 adaptive
7

4 fixed

5 variable yes

6 adaptive

7 fixed

8 variable 10 1-1o

9 adaptive

a. We implemented expansion bypass by adding an extra bit that
flagged whether or not the subsequent bits were raw or processed.

4.3 Control Algorithms

To calibrate our experiments, we ran all of the input we used through current standard
compression algorithms. We used the implementations provided in Nelson & Gailly ’s
reference on compression algorithms for Huffman. adapti~’e Huffman. four variations of
arithmetic coding, two variations of LZW, and LZSS (Nelson & Gailly [9]). We also
created our own implementation of a simpIe, run-length encoding scheme. MNP5
(Salomon [10]), but do not show the results here (see Campbell& Pierson [5]).

4.4 Input Files

We chose standard input sets, so-called compression corpora, as input. We used the
Canterbury Corpus, the Canttibury Corpus large set, and the older Calgary Corpus, all
available on-line ([11 ]). The advantage of using these files is that they represent a
standard.

We also used three graphics files named comet, grid, and tvallball, each approximately 5
MB long, that are of particular interest to projects at our laboratories.
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In the plots we show in Section 5, input items 1 through 11 correspond to the Canterbury
Corpus, input items 13-15 correspond to the Canterbury Corpus large set, input items 17-
34 correspond to the Calgary corpus, and input items 36-38 correspond to our three
graphics files. This numbering scheme allows a gap in the plots at number 12, 16. and 33,
making it easier to visually separate the four groups of files.

4.5 Calculating Output Size

In this section we describe how we calculated the size of each output block.

We require one bit to flag a block that is bypassed due to bypass expansion; when this
option is turned off, this extra bit is not needed and is not included in the output. Since we
do not truncate or pad input files, we flag the last block in every file and must include its
size. The particulars are shown in Table 4.

Table 4 Flag and Field Lengths.

name fixed variable adapti~e

bypass_expansion_flag
,3

last_block 1 ~b

input_length O; for last block, B’ I B 0: for last block. B

lfsr_length B

lfsr
lfsr_length

taps

a. This one bit is needed only if bypass expansion is turned on.

b. This field combines two fields: a last_block flag and a size_of_next_block
field. These 2 bits indicate whether the next block is (a) the last block in the file.
in which case the length will be specified via the input_length field. or else the
next block is (b) bigger than the previous block. (c) smaller than the previous
block, or (d) the same size as the previous block. In the latter three cases, there is
no need for the input_length field.

I
c. The notation “B” represents the number of bits required to represent the maxi-
mum. current input block length. For example, if the input block length is 127,
then B = 7. B must represent the maximum length so that the decoder knows the
number of bits to interjmet f~r this field. B must also represent the current length
because under adaptive mode the length changes.

I
As an example, the field sizes and resulting compression ratio for fixed, variable. and
adaptive modes for a sample input block of size 127, with bypass expansion turned off,
are shown in Table 5. The Table shows that for these parameters and this input block, the
best compression is provided by variable mode; fixed mode provides the slightest edge in

I
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better performance over adaptive, but both expand the input block. However, note that
variable mode only compressed the first 66 bits; the remaining 61 bits of the block would “
be part of the next block that variable mode would consider.

Table 5 Example Output Block.a

name fixed variable adaptive

bypass_expansion_flag o

last_block 1 -)

input length o B(127)=7 o
r-– lfsr_length I B(127)=7 I

lfsr 60 16 60

taps 60 16 60

I TOTAL I IZ8 I 47 I 129 I

Compression ratio
1~~/]~7= 47/66= 129 127=

1.00787 0.712121 1.01575

a. The values in this Table are for the first block for Trial 1 (see Table 3). \vhich
uses parameter setting 7 (see Table 2), on the first item in our input set. file
‘-alice29.txt”.

5 Results

The results of the trials are shown in this section in two plots that indicate LFSRS are not
in the same league as current standard algorithms. In fact, they are barely in the same
league as a simple, run-length encoding algorithm.

.

For ease of reference we have drawn a dashed line on the plots at y= 1: points below this
line represent compression; points above this line represent expansion. We have also
connected the values with lines; these lines do not imply that the values represenl points
of a continuous function; rather, the lines help identi~ different sets of values. The input
files are numbered ~ccording to Section 4.4, and we have included a gap bet~veen
corpora.

The first plot shows the results for the best of three sets of trials-the best of trials 1,2,
and 3; the best of trials 4, 5, and’6; and the best of trials 7, 8, and 9. Trials 1, 4. and 8 are
the best in their respective groups. The plot shows that variable mode using parameter
setting 10 provides the best performance, although not by a significant amount in most
cases. Bypassing expansion in fixed mode provides almost the same performance that
increasing the block size and changing to variable mode provides, except for input items
36-38. But note most significantly that for most of the inputs, the trials result in
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expansion.

Figure 1. Best of Trials <1,2,3>,<4,5,6>, and <7,8,9>: Trials }, 4,8.
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The second plot compares the results of Trial 8. the best of the nine trials. and the uorst
,and best of the algorithms provided by Nelson & Gailly. Trial 8 is never better than [he
best of the Nelson& Gailly algorithms. Only on input items 23 and 36-38 is Trial S better
than the worst of the Nelson & Gailly algorithms. This plot shows that LFSRS cmmot
provide the same performance as current. standard algorithms, at least not on the current.
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standard input files.

Figure 2. Best of LFSR (Trial 8: variable, 10); Worst and Best of Gailly & Nelson.
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6 Related Work

The only-work of which we are aware that has pursued this topic is Davida & Rodriques’
[7]. Their results $how that LFSRS provide compression that is “comparable to the other
compression algorithms such as Adaptive Huffman. Lempel-Ziv-Welch, etc.” Davida &
Rodriques use many~euristics, none of which we use. However, for purposes of
comparison we did experiment briefly with just two of the techniques that they used-=
reverse and rotate. Fc?rreverse, we found the shortest LFSR for both the original input
string and for its reverse. then. we used the best result. This approach requires an extra bit
in the output to indicate whether the LF%SRgenerates the original input string or its
reverse. For rotate, we found thq .L.FSRfor the original input string and for each rotated
string. The number of rotated strings is one less than the length of the string, so this
approach requires log~(strin<length) extra bits in the output. We ran reverse and rotate on
the Canterbury Corpus, using Trial 1 settings; the resu,hs indicate that on average rotate

., m
.

%
(
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boosts compression by less than 1%, and reverse degrades compression (for 126 times the
effort), as shown in Table 6.

Table 6 Percent Improvement in Compression Ratios for Reverse and Rotate

on the Canterbury Corpus (Trial 1 settings).

Canterbury Corpus

approach (percent change in compression ratio)

best worst average
F

reverse -81Xoa 0.6?40 -0.4Y0

rotate - 12?40 4% 0.03%

a. That is, when we run the reverse option on the Can-
terbury Corpus using Trial I settings, the best
improvement we ,get for compression ratio is 8’?6bet-
ter than without that option.

The previous Table sho;vs aggregate performance. This next Table looks at wha[ \ve
believe is a representative sample. the first five entries in the Canterbury Corpus. Only the
first entry shows improvement, and then only when ~veuse re~rerse. as showm in Table 7.

Table 7 Percent Improvement in Compression Ratios for Reverse and Rotate

on initial entries in the Canterbury Corpus (Trial I settings).

Canterbury Corpus item name (percent change in compression ratio)
approach

alice29.txt asyoulik.txt cp.html tieids.c grammar.lsp

reverse -0.03Y’OJ ().~49/o 0.31°0 0. 16(V0 0.53%
“~

rqtate 0.55% 0.83% 0.88% 0.’67?6 0.87%

a. Th+atis, when we run the reverse option for alice26. txt under fixed mode using
p~rameter setting 7, ~veget a compression ratio that is 0.03’?4.better than without..
that option. Nlye that this is the only entry in the tabie that showx improvement: all
the rest show a Agradation of performantie.

)
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